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A Few Examples that Prove God Exists 
 

 

(For Scientists / Academics who believe that there is no “God”) 

 

 

 

 

* * * NOTE * * * 
 

MANY more examples could be provided, but even just these three will make the case.  

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

1) Everything is Energy / Light. Where did It come from?  

 

• Energy cannot be created or destroyed; it simply changes form. 

• “Something” cannot come from “Nothing”. 

• Formless can become Form, and the Invisible can become Visible; however, 

Energy exists and, therefore, must have a “Place of Origin”.    

• If there is no God, how can there be any Energy / Light or any of the Chemicals 

/ Particles that make up the Foundation of the Matter Universe?  

 

 

2) Life (and ALL aspects of It) is Infinitely complex, organized, structured, and 

perfectly functioning. Can that happen by chance?  

 

• It cannot happen by the random mixing of Chemicals and the chaotic collision 

of Particles. 

• A Swiss Watch or Supercomputer, for example, cannot exist without a “creator” 

/ “intelligence” to design it, make the parts, and assemble it to properly operate.   

• The Matter Universe is infinitely more complex, so how can that happen without 

a “Creator” / “Intelligence” . . . a “God”?    

• Nearly all of the Great Scientists throughout history were religious and believed 

in “God” (e.g., Copernicus, Bacon, Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Pascal, Newton, 

Boyle, Planck, Einstein, Tesla). 

 

 

3) DNA contains genetic information / “blueprints” / “instructions” for all organisms 

to develop, function, and reproduce. Where does the information come from?  

 

• Some people will still claim that Energy / Light can exist without God. Some 

people will still claim that Perfect Order & Function can exist without God. 

However, even they cannot claim that Information can exist without God.  

• There cannot be ANY information in our society without intelligence behind it. 

• How can there be ANY “Information” throughout the Matter Universe without 

a “Higher Intelligence” behind it?    


